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Calving the cow:  a quick guideCalving the cow:  a quick guide

STAGE 1
0 -6 hours

(up to 24 hours in heifers)

STAGE 2
30 minutes - 4 hours

(May be longer in heifers)

• Seeking isolation
• Restless
• Shifting weight from one 

leg to the other
• Kicking at belly
• Swishing and raised tail
• Vaginal discharges 

become more liquid

Water bag 
appears

Over 2 hours  
and no progress

Straining for 
30 minutes 

but making no 
progress

Head and legs 
not gliding in 

and out during 
contractions

Feet 
out

Head 
out

BIRTH

Leave for 30 mins

Probably 
too big Front legs NOT  

crossed?

Can pull 
fetlocks 

outside vulva

Head and feet in 
pelvic canal and can 
fit hand above head

Cleanliness is vital
Keep tail out of the way

Clean around anus/vulva
Wash hands and arms,  

and use gloves
Use plenty of lubrication 

from the start

Care with calving jacks
A calving jack can exert 2-3 times more force 

than two people pulling. Inappropriate use can 
cause damage to the cow and calf.

 

* The Twist
The widest part of the cow’s pelvis is 

diagonally across.
Twisting the calf once the shoulders 

are through, so that the calf’s hips pass 
through the pelvis at a diagonal angle (45°) 

can help ease delivery.

Cervix sufficiently 
dilated for delivery?

Re-examine
Cervix sufficiently 

dilated?

Backlegs first?
(Soles of feet  
are upwards)

Can pull the 
hocks outside 

vulva

Probably 
too big

Normal presentation?
(Head and two front feet)

BIRTH

Pull horizontally until  
shoulders out

Twist calf *
Continue pulling until chest out

Then down at 45°
Pull when cow contracts
Use human power ideally

Pull in a slightly 
upwards direction 

until tail head is out, 
then down

Once tail head is 
out, avoid delay 
as the umbilical 

cord breaks after 
this point

Proceed according to 
whether presenting 

forward or backwards

Other abnormal 
presentations
Can you correct 

abnormal 
presentation?

Call the vet Call the vet
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INVESTIGATE
Your safety comes first - only 
attend to cow if safe to do so

knee fetlock

hock

Vet contact details

“If you don’t think  

you can get the calf out 

without injury to the cow 

or calf - call the vet”


